Earth Week Scavenger Hunt
50 Ways to Celebrate
50 Years of Earth Day

**MONDAY**

*Land Stewardship*

What is the state flower?
Describe how trees and dirt help people
Pick-up 10 pieces of litter
List 20 recyclable items
List the 5 regional preserves or state parks near you
Plant a tree or native flowers
Write a poem about the earth or nature
Identify one invasive plant and remove 5 pieces of it
What indigenous tribe lived in your area?
Who is Save Mount Diablo?

**THURSDAY**

*Insects*

Draw a butterfly
Move a rock or log, what do you find living underneath?
Identify an insect climbing a tree
Find a spider
Find 10 different insects.
Identify insect on a flower
Turn on outside light at night, see the flying insects
Follow an ant
Find spider web
Locate a colony of insects

**TUESDAY**

*Animals*

Observe birds in flight
Sketch these birds in flight
Draw an amphibian
Watch a zoo webcam
Find animal tracks in the mud/dirt
Listen to bird sounds
List the wild animals that live in your neighborhood
Draw your favorite animal
Write an animal riddle
Draw nocturnal animals

**FRIDAY**

*Plants*

Find a red leaf
Count the number of different plants in your yard
Find budding leaves
Find an acorn or seed
Smell the bark of a tree
Hug a tree
Find a flowering bush
Draw 4 different flowers
Touch grass
Hold a pine cone

**WEDNESDAY**

*Landscape / Sky*

Find a smooth rock
Point to the north, south, east, and west
Name a mountain near you
Find a mountain range on map
Draw a creek scene
Identify stars at night
Sit outside, write down what you feel with your five senses
Watch sunset or sunrise
Identify types of clouds
Diagram photosynthesis